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Sentiment Strength Detection in the 
Social Web with SentiStrength

Detect positive and negative sentiment strength
in short informal text

 Does not rely on standard grammar and spelling
 Uses nonstandard emotion expression forms from 

the social web (e.g., :-) or haaappppyyy!!!)
 Classifies positive 1 to 5 AND negative -1 to -5 

sentiment

Thelwall, M., Buckley, K., & Paltoglou, G. (2012). Sentiment strength detection for the social Web.
Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology , 63(1), 163-173

Thelwall, M., Buckley, K., Paltoglou, G., Cai, D., & Kappas, A. (2010). Sentiment strength detection in short informal text.
Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, 61(12), 2544-2558.

http://www.scit.wlv.ac.uk/%7Ecm1993/papers/sentistrength2_preprint.doc
http://www.scit.wlv.ac.uk/%7Ecm1993/papers/SentiStrengthPreprint.doc


SentiStrength Algorithm - Core

List of 2,489 positive and negative 
sentiment terms and strengths (1 to 5), 
e.g.
 ache = -2, dislike = -3, hate=-4, 

excruciating -5
 encourage = 2, coolest = 3, lover = 4
Sentiment strength is highest in 
sentence; or highest sentence if multiple 
sentences



My legs ache.

You are the coolest.

I hate Paul but encourage him.

-2

3

-4 2

1, -2

positive, negative

3, -1

2, -4



Extra rules (total: about 20)
spelling correction nicce -> nice
booster words alter strength very happy
negating words flip sentiments not nice
repeated letters boost sentiment/+ve niiiice
emoticon list :) =+2
exclamation marks count as +2 unless –ve hi!
repeated punctuation boosts sentiment good!!!
Negativity ignored in questions u h8 me?
sentiment idiom list shock horror = -2

Online as http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/

http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/


Tests against human coders
on data sets of >1000 texts

Data set

Positive
scores -
correlation 
with 
humans

Negative
scores -
correlation 
with 
humans

YouTube 0.589 0.521

MySpace 0.647 0.599

Twitter 0.541 0.499

Sports forum 0.567 0.541

Digg.com news 0.352 0.552

BBC forums 0.296 0.591

All 6 data sets 0.556 0.565

SentiStrength
agrees with

typical humans
as much as they
agree with each

other 1 is perfect agreement, 0 is random agreement

Also correlates
with eyebrows, 

feet, heart



Why the bad results for news 
and politics? 

Irony, sarcasm and expressive language
 David Cameron must be very happy that I 

have lost my job because of Brexit.
 Your argument is a joke.



Board on YouTube

- Used for light displays on the London Eye during the Olympics
- 10 commercial users; available in 6-18 languages

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBAnXt1Q9AA


Empire State Building Lightshow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvy8n2tLHV0


Yahoo! Answers
-Answer ranking

Kucuktunc, O., Cambazoglu, B.B., Weber, I., & Ferhatosmanoglu, H. (2012).
A large-scale sentiment analysis for Yahoo! Answers,

Proceedings of the 5th ACM International Conference on Web Search and Data Mining.

https://uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20150216162415AAFmWHf&sort=R
http://research.yahoo.com/node/3699
http://wsdm2012.org/program/overview.html


Sentiment search filters



TensiStrength

Like SentiStrength but lexicon uses 
stress-related terms
Goal: detect stressed travellers from 
their social media posts
Contrasts stress with relaxation

Thelwall, M. (2017). TensiStrength: Stress and relaxation magnitude detection for 
social media texts. Information Processing & Management, 53(1), 106–121.

http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/TensiStrength.html

http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/TensiStrength.html


Stress/relaxation terms

Late, delayed, didn't work, nervous 
wreck, late for
 The train is very late. (1, -5)

Sleep, peaceful, a walk, on time
 I went to sleep (4, -1)



Evaluation TensiStrength [top] 
/SentiStrength [bottom]



Performance overview

TensiStrength has reasonable accuracy
TensiStrength only slightly better than 
SentiStrength – despite many 
differences
Machine learning works better than 
TensiStrength – by detecting stressful 
contexts as well as expressions of stress
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